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Outline

• Context-need for change in contemporary 
agriculture

• Identified gap-what we do not know 
• Forms of change
• Expected outcome from this research



Pressures driving change in Australian 
agricultural systems

LP 2004



Decision-making by producers in a complex, 
dynamic and unpredictable system

The Joker in the pack?
unresolvable uncertainty



For the producer, what are the options 
available?

• Status quo - ‘business as usual’

• Incremental change-evolutionary

• Radical change-revolutionary

• Adaptation, transitions and transformations –
pathways of change in pursuit of 
sustainability (‘living in harmony with nature 
and one another’)



Adaptive: ‘to make suitable to requirements; 
adjust or modify fittingly’

‘No regret’ adaptations, adjusting within the existi ng system–undirected 
incrementalism.    Active adaptive management, oppo rtunity to experiment, 

learning, explore systemic change, small steps- reco nfigure system-
transformational?
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Transition-radical shift from one subsystem 
configuration to another by steering change

Western Europe approach for irreversible change in management of water, 
energy, agriculture-purposively interventionist, di rected incrementalism



Transformative: ‘change in form, appearance, 
nature or character’

Radical or profound change - visionary, change in inf rastructure, 
management practices, value and belief systems, man agement practices, 

incentives, regulation



Known unknowns to enable transformative change

• We do not know the structure?
• We do not know the processes?
• We do not know the tools?
• We do not know the actors?

My research aims to address this gap in understandi ng 
how government and organisations will need to respo nd 

to secure a future for agricultural producers .



Outcome:  Assist government and organisations to deve lop policy 
and programs to enable those  producers to implement ch ange that

involve elements of transformation
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Securing a sustainable future –
desirable, viable and durable



Research questions

• Q1. What does transformative change mean in relation to  
contemporary agriculture? (Under what circumstances is it 
required? How does transformative change differ form other forms of 
change?)

• Q2. What can be learnt from the findings of previous e fforts to 
intentional impose/enable transformative change in an  
agricultural production context? (What were/could be the 
ingredients to facilitate transformative change? Did these past 
efforts lead to a more sustainable future?)

• Q3. Can these learnings regarding transformative change  be 
applied in a conceptual framework that would enable 
contemporary agriculture to move towards a more sustaina ble 
future?


